Lot 41-
Nahiku Tract, Maui,
Big, at an Ohio foot on mauka edge of new road at N.W. cor. Lot 41 on a small ridge, and running

1. S. 12° 30' W. 600 ft. along Lot 26 to an Ohio foot
2. N. 81° 34' W. 902 ft. """"""""" at East bank Kukiwa Gulch

3. Down said gulch to an Ohio foot at mauka edge new road at East edge Kukiwa Gulch, direct bearing and distance being N. 49° 47' E. 757 ft.

4. Along mauka edge said road, which is 50 feet wide, to initial point, direct bearing and distance being N 86° 23' E. 459 ft.

Area 10.22 acres, more or less.

Note: All bearings are true, and all parts are marked with lot numbers.
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